In 1946 Fine and Niven posed problem E724, asking to demonstrate that every hypercube can be tiled by any number of hypercubic tiles larger than some value. This requires only basic number theory, but the problem of finding the smallest such number is much more involved.
Introduction
The story of this problem begins with American Mathematics Monthly problem E724.
Define a D-admissible number t as one such that a D-dimensional hypercube may be subdivided into t hypercubes. Prove that for each D there exists an integer A D such that all integers exceeding A D are D-admissible [1] .
Several proofs were accepted and it was noted that finding the smallest such number, h(D), is a much harder problem. In particular, the best reported bound on h(3) was 54. Corner counting was used to rule out all cases except 54 [2] .
In 1977 this was settled by the independent discoveries of cubic self-tiling with 54 cubes by Rychener and Zbinden [3] . One was a flutist and the other an engineer, both from Switzerland where Hugo Hadwiger taught. About this time Hadwiger's name became associated with this problem despite no known published work on this problem. This is the reason we use h(D).
Regardless, this established h(2) = 5 and h(3) = 47. Exact values are not known for any other dimension.
In 1991 this problem appeared in the book Unsolved Problems in Geometry, volume II of Springer's Unsovled Problems in Intuitive Mathematics. In 1998 Hudelson improved the bound reported there from h(4) ≤ 853 to h(4) ≤ 808 [4] . Hudelson's work was included in the 2001 edition of the above titled book.
In 2003 Erich Friedman posted a power point slide to his website featuring several open problem, attributing this one to Hugo Hadwiger and repeating the bound of 853. It was here that I first found this problem in 2010.
Within a couple weeks I had improved the bound to 838, unaware of Hudelson's work. Within a few months this was reduced to 763. In 2014 I tried, unsuccessfully, to publish this result. This lead to several new tilings, and the current bound of h(4) ≤ 733.
Solution to E724
Observe that if the self tiling has more than 1 tile there must be a tile in every corner. Thus there must be at least 2 D tiles. Also, for every D there is a tiling of 2 D tiles; simply cut in half in each direction.
Nesting this tiling into any other tiling replaces one tile with 2 D tiles, for a net gain of 2 D − 1 tiles. This reduces the problem to finding the smallest tilings mod 2 D − 1.
Actually, for E724 all that is needed is any tiling with t tiles such that GCD(t − 1, 2 D − 1) = 1. The tiling cutting each direction into 2 D − 1 equal portions provides t = (2 D − 1) D , which clearly works. This produces a bound of h(D) ≤ 2 D 2 +D .
Improving the bound
In 1976 Erdős improved this bound to h(D) ≤ e(2D) D . The best known asymptotic bound of e(2D) D−1 is due to Hudelson [4] . In most cases we can do much better. In particular, Hudelson showed that if gcd(2 D − 1, k D − 1) = 1 then the bound is (2k) D−1 [4] .
Fermat's little theorem states that if D + 1 is prime, then n D+1 ≡ n mod D + 1. Thus n D ≡ 1, unless n is a multiple of D + 1, where n D ≡ 0. This means that if D + 1 is prime, then D + 1 divides k D − 1 for all k < D + 1 and the bound becomes (2(D + 1)) D−1 < e(2D) D−1 .
Since there are infinitely many primes this bound will occur infinitely many times and this is the best Hudleson's methods achieve.
Experience suggests that reducing the problem to cases mod D + 1 happens rather quickly. Taking a 2 D tiling and replacing up to D of the tiles with (D + 1) D subtiles each gives an example of every case. In general, there should be plenty of room to merge tiles to produce each needed case plus a few copies of the original 2 D tiling.
This suggests a bound of (D + 1) D+1 < eD D+1 , a possible asymptotic improvement by a factor of 2 D /D. It should be noted that Hudelson's bounds are tighter for D < 7, or if k < D/2. We now proceed to examine individual bounds for D ≤ 7.
D = 2
Hudelson's bound is h(D) < 11. We need to find the best tilings mod 2 2 − 1 = 3. t = 1 is trivial. It is useful to have a notation to talk about a hypercube of edge n in dimension D, say H D n .
Thus volume alone is not sufficient to guarantee a tiling. The required tilings are shown in Figure 1 . This set of tilings generates tilings for all t other than 2,3 and 5. Note for example that t = 7 can be attained by nesting two t = 4 tilings. t = 2 and t = 3 are impossible since each corner must be in a tile, and if two corners share a tile it must be the trivial tiling.
Consider the largest corner square. If it is smaller than half the edge length there must be gaps on all edges. If it is larger than half the edge lengths there must be gaps on each edge adjacent to the corner opposite the larger corner tile. If it is exactly half, either we have t = 4 or some corner has a tile less than half. In the latter case the edges of the corner with the smaller tile must have two gaps.
But this is all cases, so t = 5 is not possible. This establishes that h(2) = 5.
D = 3
Hudelson's bound is h(3) < 98. We need to find the best tiling mod 2 3 −1 = 7. 1 is trivial. It is now useful to introduce a notation for some common families of tilings. Let T n represents an H D n tiled with an H D n−1 in one corner and H D 1 elsewhere. T 6−d and T 8−d are used to indicate a 2 tiling where d corners are tiled further following the patterns shown above, producing an H D 6 or H D 8 respectively. For example, the tilings used for D = 3 are T 1 , T 3 , T 4 , T 6−2 , T 6−4 , T 6−3 , T 8−2 . Note that T 6−2 has the same number of tiles as 3 applied twice for any D.
The corner counting methods lead to considering exactly the geometries implemented by the T 6−i and T 8−i tilings. This suggests that enumerating these tilings would allow us to establish h(D) if GCD(2 D −1, 3 D −1) = 1. It is not known whether this happens for infinitely many D. It does happen for D = 5 and D = 7.
D=or 7
Hudelson's bound is h(5) < 27183 (3523 if we use k = 3). We need to find the best tilings mod 2 5 − 1 = 31.
The lowest values found using these tilings for D = 5 are given in Table 1 . The worst case it t = 1921 ≡ 30. 
Intermission
Before moving on to D = 4, lets count some arrangements in D = 2 and D = 3 that will aide our counting.
Consider a tiling of a H D 5 similar to the tiling of a square with 8 squares provided above. We thus put an H D 3 in one corner, an H D 2 in the remaining corners and fill the spaces with H D 1 . The following are of particular interest. Figure 3 demonstrates: We now return to the regularly scheduled topic.
D = 4
Hudelson's theoretical bound is h(4) < 1392. We need to find the best tilings mod 2 4 − 1 = 15. 1 is trivial. T 3 has t = 66. Twice we get t = 131. (3) gives a tiling with t = 320 and T 5 yields t = 370. Nesting (3) and T 3 gives t = 385. These are the best known cases for t ≡ 1 or t ≡ 0 mod 5. We now consider the remaining 9 cases separately, but grouped into equivalence classes mod 5.
Improvements are made for 9 cases, 6 by over 100. The largest improvement is 300 for the case n ≡ 7 mod 15. Both the old and new bound are located at n ≡ 13 mod 15, with the bound improved by 75 to h(4) ≤ 733.
D=6
Hudelson's theoretical bound is h(6) < 676396. We need to find the best tilings mod 2 6 − 1 = 63. In a first pass T 2 , T 4 and T 6−i can be used to reduce the problem to finding the best cases mod 7.
Partition Introducing these strategically should lower this bound. Significant improvements to specific cases are also likely from other irregular tilings, in particular for the cases covered using T 8 .
Discussion
For D = 4 improvements have been found for several cases and the bound from h(4) ≤ 808 to h(4) ≤ 733. It is natural to conjecture that no further improvements can be made, setting h(4) = 733. Alternatively, it is possible that efficient geometries have been missed. Tilings of an H 4 12 are strong candidates due to the large number of factors of 12. Fermat's little theorem requires these must have 2, 7 or 12 H 4 5 . For D where gcd(2 D − 1, 3 D − 1) = 1 the tilings T 2 , T 3 , T 4 , T 6−i and T 8−i produce the best known tilings for each case. It is reasonable to conjecture that this must be the case. This would set h(5) = 1890 and h(7) = 67374.
Further, T 4 and T 8−i appear to not improve the worst case, except for D = 3. Thus it is reasonable to further conjecture that h(D) = b, where b is the bound determined using T 2 , T 3 and T 6−i alone for D > 3; as explored by Hudelson up to D < 25 [4] .
The case of D = 6 is entirely different, as even the tilings outlined here are left unexplored. Improvements to the bound of h(6) ≤ 246963 appear possible in a straight forward manner.
h(D) is not expected to be monotonic, though a lower bounds for h(6) would be needed to prove h(7) ≤ (6). The general problem of establishing lower bounds for h(D) has not received nearly as much attention as finding upper bounds.
